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ABSTRACT
Recently, there has been an increasing need for storage spaces in the cloud
centers. Efficient techniques for storing files can slow down this trend. In this
paper, we investigate on the problem of storing replicated text files that have
been changed by different users, individually. Each user could annotate their
document by providing shapes and artworks, each of which may include text.
The proposed scheme is based on storing the changes made by each user in
a separate file for that user. Since the changes are applied to a minor part
regarding the whole document text, storing them instead of the whole document
could decreases the whole needed volume, significantly. Experimental results
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed scheme in terms of reducing the
utilized storage space. Particularly, the proposed scheme is more efficient when
the number of users or file size increases.
c 2015 JComSec. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, big data and cloud computing have gained
much popularity. On the one hand, various sources
continuously generate a huge amount of data, and on
the other hand, cloud storage is utilized as an enormous memory resource for storing data. However, the
speed of generating data exceeds the speed of developing cloud infrastructure. As a prediction, the volume
of data production in 2020 will be 44 times greater
than whatever it was in 2009 [1]. Cloud Computing
provides hosting and delivering different services over
the Internet [2][3][4]. Clusters of data centers in a cloud
allow customers to store, manipulate and process huge
amount of data in a short time. Cloud Computing is
interesting for both enterprises and individuals, because it allows them to get their services based on
their demands.
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Traditionally, several categories for cloud services
have been proposed including infrastructure, platform,
and software. Recently, data as a service [5] has been
introduced as one of the major services provided by
cloud. While the number of cloud users increases every
day, each user may attempt to store a larger amount of
data than before. This leads to an increasing demand
for cloud storage capacities. As a result, proposing
efficient approaches for storing users’ data and decreasing the required space becomes important. Text
documents and books are major documents that are
stored in the cloud by millions of users around the
world. Moreover, each text document may be edited
by millions of users, separately. In general, users intend to customize them by highlighting important
parts. Moreover, they usually want to annotate some
pages by providing some text inside a box or shape to
be distinguished from original text lines. If we store
all customized files for numerous number of users, a
huge amount of space will be needed.
In this paper we propose a new scheme that tries
to efficiently store users’ customized text files. It is
implemented for common text file formats which are
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used in books, documents, etc. The approach is based
on storing the original files which is shared among
many users only once, but an intermediate file for each
user, which contains editing information including
italic, strikethrough, highlight, bold, and underline as
well as shapes and artwork data provided by the user.
Part of these features have been investigated in our
previous work [6]. In this paper, the idea is extended
by considering more features and in particular, shapes.
In addition, the reverse procedure for building user’s
customized file is proposed and implemented. The
experimental results show an excellent efficiency in
decreasing the total volume of stored files of users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related works. Section 3 describes
the proposed scheme in great details. Section 4, provides the evaluation results, and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Works

So far, much research has been performed on controlling the amount of required space in a cloud data center. Besides, new platforms like Apache Hadoop [7],
which is a software framework, are designed for distributed storage. It is designed to handle processing of
very large data sets in a distributed manner on clusters of computers. Hadoop consists of two main parts.
Storage part, which is called Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) and processing part, which is called
MapReduce [8]. Although, Hadoop has many advantages in storing and processing large files, it has some
shortcomings for small files. The following related
works investigate this problem separately.
As data volume increases, the I/O pressure on the
underlying storage service become higher [9]. A difficult challenge that the storage service must deal with,
is to reach higher I/O throughput in spite of heavy
concurrent massive data access which utilizes high
bandwidth. This paper aims at minimizing two parameters: the storage space and bandwidth utilization
by applying data compression to conserve these parameters at low computational overhead and reach
minimal impact on I/O throughput when volume of
data access is high.
Prithvika et al. [10] introduce Cloud Computing as
a technology that can help people to share resources.
It provides appropriate power of computing and reasonable cost of services as well as high scalability and
performance. They claim that in some conditions, it
can be cost-effective to keep intermediate datasets
that are produced while processing data. Besides, any
entities interested in a specific resource, may share the
stored information. In the case of sharing resources,

security problems arise as well. This paper investigates how to store intermediate datasets in a secure
and cost-effective way.
Srinivasa Rao et al. [11] identify the problem of
choosing appropriate storage service in cloud as a
major challenge. They declare that some methods
are designed in a way that work best for a specific
kind of data. Some of the services are proposed and
implemented to match small amount of data blocks
while others are suitable for large blocks. Of course,
the cloud storage service provider manages the storage
policies. This paper proposes a new algorithm to select
the best storage service which is efficient in terms of
cost and storage.
Zhu et al. [12] investigate the problem of storing
biomedical data in cloud which its amount is growing explosively with the development of biomedical
methods. Unfortunately, the dimension and computation level of this type of data is high. However, using
cloud computing in resource allocation, data storage,
etc. helps them to solve huge biomedical data problems. They propose a new technique to compress and
store biological and medicine data sets in high quality in cloud computing. Also, by using decompression
method, actual data will be reconstructed with high
accuracy.
Manzoor et al. [13] discuss about deduplication of
data as a method for controlling redundancy in the
cloud by storing only one physical copy. In this method,
the data uploaded by each user is compared to the
history of data which is already existed in the cloud.
In order to ensure data confidentiality and protection,
a new encryption technique has been designed and
the encrypted data will be saved in the cloud.
Dong et al. [14] investigate the problem of working
with small files on HDFS. In their context, working
is defined as accessing and storing. Their approach
reduces the overhead of NameNode and enhances the
throughput of retrieving small files. All files which
belong to a PPT courseware are merged in order to
enhance small files storing efficiency. Also, a local
indexing mechanism for accessing small files in merged
files is utilized. These indices for each original file are
based on the related offset and length. Thereafter, a
two-level pre-fetching mechanism is utilized to improve
accessing small files.
Alatorre et al. [15] mention the importance of storage services as a major part of organization’s IT infrastructure services. Therefore, different service management methods are used in order to solve the storage resource usage optimization problem while considering
requirements related to high availability, performance,
etc. A lot of storage service management optimiza-
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tions use virtualization as their basis, which results in
reduction of various costs.
In another paper, Dong et al. [16] points out the
problem of small files on HDFS and propose an optimized approach for improving storage and accessing
small files. In this approach, all files that are related
structurally are considered for merging and prefetching. Also, all files that are related logically are considered for grouping and prefetching.
Jiang et al. [17], reviewed the HDFS inability in storing small files and introduce an optimization method
for small file storage which is based on HDFS I/O.
Their approach allows saving many small files into
one block that increases the MapReduce task speed
for better overall performance. It also uses some metadata about these files to optimize the speed of querying small files.
Zhang et al. [18] propose a new way for storing
small files. It acts as an HDFS-independent engine and
reduces the HDFS overhead and efficiently retrieve
and fetch the small files. It takes advantage of using
a special type of I/O in building the server. Also,
reading and merging of small files is performed using
non-blocking input/output. Moreover, the server uses
small files caching mechanism to read and access them,
efficiently.
Mackey et al. [19] investigate storing small files on
HDFS, and propose an approach which improves space
usage for meta-data. It is noted that small files can
impact the performance of NameNode, i.e. Hadoop
meta-data server, significantly. For both the space
and the number of files that are in the file system,
it is assumed that a quota is devoted. They take
the advantage of Hadoop “harballing”, which is an
archiving method [7] aiming to aggregate small files
into one large file, which enables accessing the original
files in parallel.
Terzo et al. [20] propose a Data as a Service (DaaS)
approach for processing and sharing large data collections, intelligently with the help of abstracting the
location of data and completely disengaging the data
and its processing. This approach offers DaaS to support large groups of users who require processing,
accessing and sharing the data in order to generate
knowledge from them, collectively.
Balasubramanian et al. [21] declare that cloud-based
storage services must be access-efficient to reduce
reading/writing files across the network in the system,
and space-efficient to be able to manage the high
volumes of data. They introduce a new approach with
mentioned features for eliminating copies of a set of
files with certain degree of similarity across a set of
distributed servers. It results in minimizing the total

space required for storing and deduplicating the files.
Their approach is access-efficient with polynomial
time complexity and controlled space overhead.
Al Nuaimi et al. [22] try to optimize the redundancy
of data on the cloud in order to enhance the processing,
which can result in a reduction in storage costs for the
cloud service providers. They work on better utilization of storage space required on the cloud server by
using a mechanism called data partitioning [23][24].
Google Docs [25] is a service provided by Google. It
creates text, spreadsheet document, and slides. Moreover, it supports “.docx”, “.doc”, and “.pdf” for text,
“.xls” and “.xlsx” for spreadsheet documents, and finally “.ppt” and “.pptx” for slides. Google Docs allows users to share their documents with other people
and to collaborate with them, of course with specific
permissions. When a user shares a document with
other users, they can edit, annotate, and add formatting data such as bolding, highlighting, changing text
color, etc. to the document.
In this paper, a cloud-based efficient storage service
is proposed, which lets all users to modify their specific
version of a text document. The scheme is different
from all previous works and is applicable to both small
and large files.

3

Proposed Scheme

The following scenario helps in understanding the
proposed approach:
A philosophic instructor in the Department of Humanities at the University of Birjand gave a philosophical document to be reviewed by its students. Each student adds formatting data (highlight, underline, etc.)
and shapes to major parts of the document reflecting
his/her idea about each part. This document is uploaded to each student’s cloud account in order to be
accessed anywhere and also, each student can open,
read and save the document using existing platform,
which is provided by this university. The size of this
document is 15.18 MB. There are 50 students in this
class. Therefore, the total size for saving the document for each student in his/her account will be 759
MB. If this assignment is going to be given to 3 other
classes with the same number of students, about 3 TB
is needed, which is a huge amount respect to the total
cloud storage that is installed for the university. Therefore, the cloud administrator seeks efficient approaches
for decreasing the storage demands.
The proposed scheme is a solution to the mentioned
problem and is regarded as an extension to our previous work [6]. It aims to store the main document only
once and separately maintain the customized changes
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The ability to build complex diamondoid medical nanorobots (Freitas 1998, 2000a, 2005a, 2006,
2007) to molecular precision, and then to build them cheaply enough in sufficiently large numbers
to be useful therapeutically, will revolutionize the practice of medicine (Freitas 2008) and surgery
(Freitas 2005b). The first theoretical design study of a complete medical nanorobot ever published
in a peer-reviewed journal described a hypothetical artificial mechanical red blood cell or
“respirocyte” made of 18 billion precisely arranged structural atoms (Freitas 1998). The respirocyte
would be a bloodborne spherical 1-micron diamondoid 1000-atmosphere pressure vessel with
reversible molecule-selective surface pumps powered by endogenous serum glucose.

This
paragraph
must be
read again

Above and below paragraphs are related
This nanorobot would deliver 236 times more oxygen to body tissues per unit volume than natural
red cells and would manage carbonic acidity, controlled by gas concentration sensors and an
onboard nanocomputer. A 5 cc therapeutic dose of 50% respirocyte saline suspension containing
5 trillion nanorobots could exactly replace the gas carrying capacity of the patient’s entire 5.4 liters
of blood. Of course, nanorobots, no matter how capable, always have very well-defined physical
limitations. In general, they are limited by mobility constraints, by the availability of energy, by
mechanical and geometric constraints, by diffusion limits and biocompatibility requirements, and
by numerous other constraints (Freitas 1999, Freitas 2003). Nanorobots cannot act instantly – they
take time to affect their cure. Biocompatibility issues related to diamondoid medical nanorobots
have been examined elsewhere at length (Freitas 2003).
Figure 1. Example of a Shape Inside a Document

for each user. These changes are stored in an intermediate file for each user. In the following, we provide
the details of the scheme.
Each word in a text file has some attributes. Among
them, we have investigated the highlight color, underline, strikethrough, italic, bold, and position in the
document as the main attributes that may be changed
by users. When a user opens the shared file for the
first time, it is fresh and clear from all formatting
data. They consider the file and may highlight some
statements or perform other changes (underline, Italic,
etc.). When exiting the Word processing application
and asking for save, the proposed scheme begins. It
checks all of the mentioned attributes for all words of
the document. Because the nature of these attributes
are different, we systematically describe the operations. Each attribute has a specific number, which
makes it distinct, and is used as its identification number (ID). One of the main attributes that has been
investigated is shapes. They could convey text and annotations. We treat shapes’ information different from
other attributes. Figure 1 illustrates a shape inside a
document.
After closing the text processing application, the
server checks the document for any of these attributes.
Upon receiving a signal, it extracts the position of the
word or set of words, which consists of the start and
end point, and the type of attribute that is applied.
When the server reaches the end of the document, a
list of words’ position (start and end points) with the
type of attributes are in our hand. It saves the list in
a Spreadsheet document. At the end, the server saves
this Spreadsheet document at the user account for

later use and access.
If the user inserts some shapes like a circle, an
oval or even a text box in the document, all shapes’
information is saved in a text file. This file contains the
shape type, position and the anchor. We prefer to use
text files to save shapes’ data for better management
of produced intermediate files. The graphical pseudocode of the extraction algorithm is shown in Figure 2.
As Figure 2 illustrates, after opening the document,
two lists for words (wordList) and shapes (shapeList)
are created. If a word is detected, and it was formatted, the related type (highlight, underline, etc.), start
position and end position for that word is inserted
to the wordList. If a shape is detected, its type, related page number, its position from left and top of
the page, the width and height of the shape and the
anchor is inserted to the shapeList. The scheme investigates the user document word by word for any
changed attribute. Therefore, it stores wordList in a
spreadsheet file. For detected shapes, the shapeList is
saved in a text file.
When a user opens their exclusive document, the
scheme attaches these two intermediate files to the
original document in order to construct the user’s
customized text file. For this, the server reads the
shape file record by record and applies each record
information to the related part of the original file.
Based on the saved attributes, a new shape with the
same type, position and dimension is created and the
related anchor is applied (if exists). Then, the server
opens the saved spreadsheet document and applies it
element by element. The graphical pseudo-code of the
attach algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
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Start

Declare: List wordList
Declare: List shapeList

Yes

!EOF
No

No

No

shapeList
is not
Empty

wordList is
not Empty

Word is
detected

Yes

No

Yes
Save
<Type, StartPos, EndPos>
in wordList

No

Shape is
detected

Yes

Yes
Save
<Type, Page#, Left, Top, Width, Height, Anchor>
in shapeList

Save wordList in Spreadsheet

Save shapeList in Text file

shapeList
is Empty

End
Figure 2. Flowchart of the Extract Algorithm

Every time the user closes the word processing application, the server compares the open document with
the original one. If they are the same, it means that
the document is unchanged. Otherwise, it performs
the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme can be
implemented for any word processing application.
Figure 4 shows the functionality of the proposed
scheme in the cloud infrastructure. The original file is
saved in the cloud server and each user can access and
edit it. After editing, the Extractor detects the changes
applied by the user to the document and saves the
formatting and shapes information as explained above.
On the other side, the cloud retrieves the original
file and the formatting and shapes information from
the user account and gives both of them to Attacher.
The Attacher applies those changes to the original
document and sends it to the user.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the implementation details,
and then show the evaluation results of the proposed
scheme. “.doc” and “.docx” formats as well as “.pdf”,
i.e. Portable Document Format, are considered as our
experimental text documents. In order to maintain
our intermediate files information, Microsoft Excel
document and ordinary text files are utilized. Moreover, we use C# programming language to implement
the proposed scheme, because it has valuable libraries
produced by Microsoft that give access to every Microsoft Office document one wish to manipulate.
Our system consists of two major services: Extract
and Attach. Extract service is designed to capture all
formatting data as well as all shapes data from a text
document and to store this data into a Microsoft Excel
document and an ordinary text file, respectively. On
the other hand, the Attach service gets these intermediate files as input and attaches them to the original
document to generate user’s own text document. The
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for two files with different sizes of 3756 KB (3.668
MB) and 8046 KB (7.857 MB). The mean size of files
after being edited by 100 users is 6383 KB (6.233
MB) and 8823 KB (8.616 MB), respectively. In the
traditional approach, each customized document is
stored separately, therefore, the total size for 100 users
becomes roughly 100 times of the size of the original
file.

Start

Open Spreadsheet

No

Spreadsheet
is not Empty

Yes
!EOF

Yes

Shapes
File is not
Empty

No

Yes

Process the row

No
Open Shapes File

Apply <Type> to <StartPos> until <EndPos>

Yes

!EOF

Table 1 shows the results of applying the traditional
approach as well as the proposed scheme. It can be
seen that there is a big difference between the occupied
space by these two approaches. As it can be seen, the
formatting part and shapes can be stored in negligible
files comparing to the size of the original document.
Therefore, storing them for many users can significantly decrease the volume of the data. In continue,
we investigate our system procedure based on two
major criteria including efficiency and execution time.
4.1

No

Efficiency

In order to compute the efficiency of the proposed
scheme, we make use of the following formula:

Process the record

Ef f iciency = 1 − (P SResult/T AResult)
Create Shape <Type> with
<Page#, Left, Top, Width, Height, Anchor>

where PS stands for Proposed Scheme and TA stands
for Traditional Approach. Figure 4 shows the efficiency
of the proposed scheme with respect to the traditional
approach in Average-case. It expresses how efficiently
this scheme can store data. The results demonstrate
a high efficiency for both files.

End
Figure 3. Flowchart of the Attach Algorithm

Request
Edited
File

Edited File

4.2
Response

User

Extract
Save
Intermediate
Files

Request
Intermediate
Files

Attach

Database

(1)

Send
Intermediate
Files

SaaS

Other Services
(PaaS, IaaS, etc.)

Cloud
Figure 4. System Architecture

service finishes in appropriate time in a fraction of a
second.
We test the proposed system by annotating the
key points of the document and averaging the results
acquired from all users. The algorithm is evaluated

Execution Time

We test our system on a server running Windows
Server 2012 with Quad-core 2.8GHz CPU and 4GB
RAM. Execution time is divided into two different
parts: Extract time and Attach time. In Extract time,
we mean the required time to extract all formatting
and shapes data from the target document. In our
experiment, the Extract time, is recorded as shown
in Table 2. The time is not small; However, it could
be executed much faster on a high speed cloud server.
Because, cloud servers use virtualization technology
which gives access to pool of resources that work in
parallel. Beside the extract service could be performed
in offline mode and time is not that matter. On the
other hand, the attach service should be executed in
online mode. As the table shows, the Attach time is
small and Attach execution is completed in seconds
in our experiment. Therefore, it could be executed in
real-time, when we ran it on a high-speed cloud.
Finally, it should be noted that the execution time
is related to the length of the document and as the document becomes larger, it will have impact on Extract
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Traditional Approach
Proposed Scheme

File#1

File#2

Original file Size

3756 KB

8046 KB

Edited file Size

6383 KB

8823 KB

Total file size for 100 users

638300 KB

882300 KB

Formatted parts + Shapes

37 KB

541 KB

Total file size for 100 users

7456 KB

62146 KB

Table 1. Total Required Volume for the Traditional Approach Respect to the Proposed Scheme

File #2 (8046 KB)

File #1 (3756 KB)

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

Efficiency (in precent)

Figure 5. Efficiency of the Traditional Approach and the Proposed Scheme

Time

File#1

File#2

Extract

15 mins

18 mins

Attach

4 secs

5 secs

Table 2. Execution Time of the Proposed Scheme

time. Although, Attach time remains small because
we have all positions and related formatting data as
well as shapes’ information.

5

Conclusion

Rapid migration of commercial, scientific, and industrial data to cloud servers leads to a need for huge
data storage. In this paper, a new scheme for storing
and retrieving text files that are shared by many people is proposed. Each user could customize its own file
by annotating the document via inserting comments
inside shapes or arts. The architecture of the proposed scheme consists of two main components extract
and attach. The extract component is responsible for
extracting changes made by the user especially the
annotations provided via shapes and artworks. The
attach component is responsible for building user’s
customized document by applying the extracted files
to the original document. Experimental results have
shown a huge save in disk space especially for larger
files and larger groups of users. However, by increas-

ing the file size, the processing time for extracting the
formatting data increases. This approach can be developed as an API in order to be accessed easier. Moreover, it could be extended by adding more functions,
which can gather other features that can be inserted
into the document without changing its content. Finally, it could be implemented by other programming
languages like Java for other file formats.
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